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LINGUALIFE OFFERS A WIDE RANGE OF 
INTERPRETING SERVICES 

Ranging from remote simultaneous 
interpreting (RSI), on-site simultaneous, 
consecutive, to whispering interpreting for 
your multilingual events such as conferences, 
townhall meetings, webinars and trainings.
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Our interpretation services will help you to communicate across language borders 
or cultures. Lingualife has been providing full-scale interpreting solutions to businesses, government 
agencies, law firms, NGOs like WHO, UNICEF and other UN organizations. With a global network of 
interpreters available in 30+ languages, we will make your multilingual event a real success.
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REMOTE SIMULTANEOUS INTERPRETATION FOR 
YOUR MULTILINGUAL ONLINE CONFERENCES

Lingualife offers remote simultaneous interpretation (RSI) 
services for your meetings and events. Your meeting participants 
can enjoy real-time interpreting in their chosen language.

Dedicated Support 

Spend less time on logistics and more time running amazing 
events, while our project and technical support teams take care 
of the rest.
We offer a full-scale technical support that manages everything 
from setting up the event on the platform, carrying out test calls 
and sound checks to troubleshooting and technical monitoring 
during the event.

Online, Hybrid or On-Site
Enjoy the flexibility of our tailored solutions around your event 
type, setup, and size - no matter where your delegates and 
audience connect.

We make your events truly multilingual!

Our Professional Services 
team ensures the seam less 
deployment of all aspects of 
your interpretation needs, 
from planning to execution.
Working with a range of 
interpreters and translators, 
as well as globally connected 
subject matter experts, we 

serve all industries, and through our partner network we source interpreters with just the right mix of 
knowledge and skills to suit your needs and sector.

OUR REMOTE TEAMS FULL SCALE INTERPRETING SOLUTIONS 
PERFECTLY ADJUSTED TO YOUR NEEDS

Increased flexibility
We provide remote simultaneous inter–
preting at short notice to fit around your 
meeting or event- on our platform or in 
your preferred web conferencing tool.

Stunning quality
Enjoy a fantastic German-Swiss inter–
preting solution that provides high-quality 
and tailored language services to the 
highest standards.
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24/7 Global support

Lingualife provides project and technical 
support before and during your events.

Subject matter expertise

Partnering with excellent and highly 
qualified interpreters around the globe, 
we find the right match of conference-
level interpreters for your event.

ON-SITE INTERPRETATION SERVICES FOR YOUR MULTILINGUAL 
MEETINGS, TOWNHALLS, AND CONFERENCES 

We offer high-quality on-site interpreting 
where and when you need it. Just choose the 

on-site interpretation service that best fits 
your needs.

ON-SITE CONSECUTIVE INTERPRETATION

Consecutive interpretation is our most popular face-to-face 
interpretation service. In consecutive interpretation, a person 
speaks in one language and then pauses for the interpreter to 
convey what was said in the listener‘s language.

ON-SITE SIMULTANEOUS INTERPRETATION

Simultaneous interpretation takes place in real-time, using 
specially trained, two-person teams working together and 
broadcasting their voice to an audience wearing wireless headsets. 
You may hear it referred to as real-time interpretation or UN-style 
interpretation.

It often requires only one interpreter, so it is generally 
the most cost-effective on-site interpretation solution. 
Speakers must re mem ber to pause from time to time to 
allow the interpreter to speak so it can create delays in 
communication. Consecutive on-site interpretation is ideal 
for 1-on-1 or small-group interpretation scenarios where 
most attendees speak a common language, such as:

• Small business meetings
• HR meetings
•  Client-attorney meetings
•  Court dispositions
•  Interviews
•  Medical consultations
•  And more...
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Simultaneous interpretation assignments require 
specialized equipment, and it is not uncommon to have 
multiple booths and teams to cover several languages at 
large events. 

Simultaneous on-site interpretation services are ideal for 
large groups and multiple-language scenarios, such as:

• Conferences
• International conventions
•  Business/board meetings
•  Lectures
•  Courtrooms
•  Facility tours
• Training sessions
• And more...

NOT SURE WHICH ON-SITE 
INTERPRETATION SERVICE YOU NEED?

No problem! We know it can be confusing to 
understand exactly what you need. In addition 
to consecutive and simultaneous solutions, we 
can offer you all kinds of on-site interpretation 
services like liaison interpretation, whispered 
interpretation, bilateral interpretation, and 
more.


